The slow phase of chlorophyll a fluorescence induction in silico: Origin of the S-M fluorescence rise.
In higher plants, algae, and cyanobacteria, chlorophyll (Chl) a fluorescence induction (ChlFI) has a fast (under a second) increasing OJIP phase and a slow (few minutes) PS(M)T phase, where O is for origin, the minimum fluorescence, J and I for intermediate levels, P for peak, S for a semi-steady state, M for a maximum (which is sometimes missing), and T for the terminal steady-state level. We have used a photosynthesis model of Ebenhöh et al. (Philos Trans R Soc B, 2014, doi: 10.1098/rstb.2013.0223 ) in an attempt to simulate the slow PS(M)T phase and to determine the origin of the S-M rise in Chlamydomonas (C.) reinhardtii cells. Our experiments in silico show that a slow fluorescence S-M rise (as that observed, e.g., by Kodru et al. (Photosynth Res 125:219-231, 2015) can be simulated only if the photosynthetic samples are initially in a so-called "state 2," when the absorption cross section (CS) of Photosystem II (PSII) is lower than that of PSI, and Chl a fluorescence is low (see, e.g., a review by Papageorgiou and Govindjee (J Photochem Photobiol B 104:258-270, 2011). In this case, simulations show that illumination induces a state 2 (s2) to state 1 (s1) transition (qT21), and a slow S-M rise in the simulated ChlFI curve, since the fluorescence yield is known to be higher in s1, when CS of PSII is larger than that of PSI. Additionally, we have analyzed how light intensity and several photosynthetic processes influence the degree of this qT21, and thus the relative amplitude of the simulated S-M phase. A refinement of the photosynthesis model is, however, necessary in order to obtain a better fit of the simulation data with the measured ChlFI curves.